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Abstra t

Performing pro ling and optimization online, during the
same run, is an attra tive approa h be ause it avoids the
previously mentioned drawba ks of oine pro ling. Unfortunately, using online pro les to guide optimization has limitations of its own be ause the amount of work that must be
performed at runtime is in reased, reating the potential
for degrading performan e rather than improving it.
The overhead of online instrumentation is a real on ern
and is one of the reasons today's JVM's perform only limited forms of feedba k-dire ted optimizations [3, 13, 26, 28℄.
Optimizations that are urrently being used online are usually based on pro les that an be olle ted easily with low
overhead. Some online systems, su h as Dynamo [7℄, are
designed to identify when performan e is being degraded
so that pro le-guided optimizations an be disabled for the
remainder of exe ution.
Instrumentation sampling [5℄ is a ompiler transformation that redu es the runtime overhead of exe uting instrumented ode. This paper des ribes an approa h for using
instrumentation sampling online to drive feedba k-dire ted
optimizations in an adaptive Java Virtual Ma hine. We
show that with minimal overhead, instrumentation sampling
an be used e e tively to redu e the overhead of olle ting
online instrumented pro les. By allowing a wide range of
traditionally oine instrumentation te hniques to be used at
runtime, one the biggest obsta les to performing feedba kdire ted optimizations online is eliminated. We demonstrate, using several examples of feedba k-dire ted optimizations, that our online approa h an be used to e e tively
improve the performan e of long running Java appli ations,
without sa ri ing the performan e of short running appliations.
The ontributions of this paper in lude

The overhead involved in olle ting ne-grained pro ling information makes feedba k-dire ted optimizations diÆ ult to
perform online at runtime. As a result, the vast majority of work in oine feedba k-dire ted optimization is not
yet being applied in online systems. This paper des ribes
the design and implementation of a fully automati online approa h for performing instrumentation and feedba kdire ted optimization. Our approa h uses instrumentation
sampling to redu e the overhead of instrumentation, thus
eliminating many of the limitations present in existing online systems. Several online feedba k-dire ted optimizations
are des ribed, in luding a novel algorithm for performing
feedba k-dire ted splitting. Our experimental results show
improvements in peak performan e of up to 20% while overhead remains low, with no individual exe ution being degraded more than 2%.

1 Introdu tion

The dynami nature of the JavaTM programming language
makes it a natural andidate for dynami and feedba kdire ted optimizations. Many of today's Java Virtual Mahines (JVMs) use oarse-grained pro ling information to
fo us optimization e orts on program hot spots [3,13,26,28℄.
Although this approa h an result in large speedups for short
running appli ations, it does little to improve the performan e of long running programs that easily amortize the
ost of optimizing all methods.
For long running appli ations, su h as server appli ations, the most substantial performan e improvements will
ome from feedba k-dire ted optimizations (also known as
pro le-guided optimizations), where ne-grained pro ling information is olle ted and used to ne-tune the de isions
made by the optimizing ompiler. Several systems [16,22,23℄
have shown that performan e an be improved substantially
by exploiting invariant runtime values; however, these systems were not fully automati and relied on programmer
dire tives to identify regions of ode to be optimized. Other
fully automated work in feedba k-dire ted optimization has
used oine pro les olle ted during a separate training run
(ex., [12, 19, 24, 27℄). Although the resulting speedups are
often promising, this approa h fails in s enarios where a) it
is impra ti al to olle t a pro le prior to exe ution, or b)
the appli ation does not behave like the training run.



Online Strategy We des ribe the design and implemen-

tation of a new approa h for performing online instrumentation and feedba k-dire ted optimization. Our online instrumentation strategy uses instrumentation sampling [5℄, allowing a wide variety of previously oine
instrumentation te hniques to be used online.
 Instrumentation We des ribe the in lusion of one example instrumentation te hnique, intrapro edural edge
ounters, into our system.
 Feedba k-Dire ted Optimizations We des ribe the
in lusion of several online feedba k-dire ted optimizations, in luding
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1. a novel algorithm for performing feedba k-dire ted
splitting
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2.2 Existing Online Strategies

2. several other optimizations that bene t from runtime information, su h as basi blo k reordering,
inlining, and loop unrolling.


Systems that use online pro ling information to drive
feedba k-dire ted optimizations generally olle t their proles in one of 3 ways:

Evaluation We validate the te hniques presented with a
detailed experimental evaluation of their implementation
in the Jikes Resear h Virtual Ma hine1 We show that our
te hniques reliably improve performan e of long running
appli ations without degrading the performan e of short
running appli ations. We show a maximum improvement of 20.9% with an average improvement of 8.3%
for long running versions of the SPECjvm98 ben hmark
suite. We also show up to 8.9% throughput improvement
for the SPECjbb2000 server ben hmark.

1. Instrument early during unoptimized exe ution
Hotspot [26℄ and the IBM DK 1.3.0 [28℄ olle t negrained information about ea h method during interpretation, before the method has been optimized. The
advantage of this approa h is that the overhead of instrumentation is likely to be low given the already poor
performan e of the unoptimized (or interpreted) ode.
Another advantage is that the pro le will be available
when the method is rst re ompiled, allowing feedba kdire ted optimization to o ur as early as possible.
However, there are several limitations to pro ling unoptimized ode. First, it allows methods to be pro led
only during their early stages of exe ution, sin e pro ling
ends on e optimization o urs. This approa h an be ine e tive, or even ounter-produ tive, for methods whose
dominant behavior is not exer ised during the early exe ution of the method.
To identify rare ode for driving partial method ompilation [31℄ Whaley proposed a 3 stage model where
instrumentation is avoided during interpretation, and is
inserted in stage 2 when the method is ompiled with
lightweight optimizations. Although this approa h may
help in some ases, it is not a general solution. Initialization time may vary for di erent appli ations and phase
shifts may o ur; this approa h provides no way of olle ting a pro le on e a ertain amount of time has passed.
A se ond diÆ ulty of instrumenting unoptimized ode is
that it makes ertain pro ling information more diÆ ult
to olle t. For example, optimizing ompilers often perform aggressive method inlining, whi h an drasti ally
hange the stru ture of a method. Determining ertain
information, su h as the hot paths through the inlined
ode, an be non-trivial when using a pro le obtained
prior to inlining, using the unoptimized ode.
The MRL VM [13℄ also uses oarse grained instrumentation to trigger re ompilation, but to our knowledge does
not use ne grained instrumentation to perform FDO.
2. Instrument optimized ode
Pro ling optimized ode addresses the short omings des ribed above, but su ers from a new problem, that the
overhead of instrumentation an be substantial. Be ause
of this overhead, few systems urrently use this approa h.
The IBM DK 1.3.0 [28℄ is the most robust publi ly des ribed JVM that performs online instrumentation of optimized ode. To keep overhead low, their system uses
ode pat hing to dynami ally remove instrumentation after it has exe uted for a xed number of times.
The main disadvantage of ode pat hing is that it pla es
limitations on the types of instrumentation that an be
used; spe i ally, instrumentation an be inserted only if
it an be e e tively removed by pat hing the exe utable.
The overhead and s alability of this te hnique remain
un lear, parti ularly for s enarios that require substantial ode pat hing, as would be the ase when applying
more omplex instrumentation te hniques, or when applying several di erent types of instrumentation together
at on e. In these s enarios, exe ution may remain partially degraded even after pat hing o urs.

2 Ba kground
Many virtual ma hines have me hanisms in pla e for fo using optimization e orts on program hot spots [3, 13, 18, 26,
28℄. In most ases, oarse grained pro ling is used to determine methods that are frequently exe uted, and an optimizer is invoked on these methods.
The goal of feedba k-dire ted optimization (FDO) is to
improve performan e further by using pro ling to dire t not
only what methods to optimize, but also how to optimize
them. Fine-grained pro ling information an be used to
guide the de isions made by the optimizing ompiler to exploit ommon exe ution patterns, ultimately improving the
quality of the generated ode.

2.1 DiÆ ulties of Online FDO

Performing feedba k-dire ted optimization online is more
diÆ ult than performing them oine for two main reasons.
1. Overhead There are several sour es of overhead involved in performing feedba k-dire ted optimizations online. For example, there is overhead for 1) olle ting the
pro ling information, 2) examining the pro le data and
making de isions based on it, and 3) performing the a tual pro le-guided optimizations. Care must be taken
during all of these steps or performan e may be redu ed
rather than improved.
2. Pro le a ura y and availability When using oine
pro le information, the pro le is usually assumed to be
free, a urate, and available prior to exe ution. With
online pro ling, none of these assumptions are true. Instead, the a ura y and availability of pro le data are
dependent on 1) what is instrumented, 2) when instrumentation is performed, and 3) how long instrumentation is performed.
There is no simple solution for these problems that is
best in all s enarios; instead answering them involves
balan ing a number tradeo s. For example, instrumenting for a shorter duration will redu e instrumentation
overhead and allow the pro le to be available sooner,
however, it may result in a less a urate pro le. Similarly, instrumenting soon after the program begins exeution will allow the pro led information to be available
sooner, but may ome at the ost of pro le a ura y if
the program's startup behavior is not representative of
its long running behavior.
1 Jikes RVM is an open sour e version of the Jalape~
no Resear h
Virtual Ma hine [1, 3℄.
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A se ond limitation of this approa h is that to keep overhead low, pro les must be olle ted in short bursts of
time. For pro ling information that is 1) not strongly
peaked, or 2) varies over time, this te hnique ould easily produ e an ina urate pro le. Finally, although less
signi ant than the above, ode pat hing is ar hite ture
spe i and may introdu e omplexities su h as maintaining a he onsisten y.
In some ases instrumentation is simply applied dire tly.
Kistler [21℄ des ribed using online instrumentation in an
Oberon system. Their system dire tly applied instrumentation and simply omputed how long the program
needed to run to re over the time lost due to instrumentation overhead. For appli ations that do not run long
enough, performan e ould be severely degraded. Ex eption Dire ted Inlining (EDO) [25℄ instruments ex eption
handling to pro le ex eption paths from the throw to
the at h. However, this instrumentation is likely to be
lightweight given the infrequent o urren e and relative
expense of handling the ex eption.

during startup, and whether phase shifts have o ured
sin e the appli ation was laun hed.
A hieving peak performan e requires a pro ling me hanism that is exible enough to support a wide range of
feedba k-dire ted optimizations, in luding those traditionally used oine. A se ond requirement is the ability
to pro le for more than just the rst few moments of exe ution. It is una eptable for an appli ation to perform
poorly for a long period of time (possibly several days)
be ause the behavior observed during program startup
was not representative of the entire exe ution.

2. Maintain startup performan e.
Peak performan e should be obtained without ompromising the system's usefulness as a general VM that is
able to provide high performan e for both short and long
running appli ations.
3. Improve performan e as early as possible.
With all other fa tors onstant, rea hing high performan e earlier than later is preferable. However, a hieving high performan e sooner is not worth ompromising
the level of performan e that is eventually rea hed, or
substantially degrading startup performan e.

3. Sample throughout exe ution
Certain kinds of pro ling information an be olle ted
by means other than instrumentation. For example, the
Jikes RVM's adaptive system [3℄ pro les the all graph
by periodi ally sampling the all sta k at regular time
intervals. This approa h is attra tive be ause it has low
overhead and an run throughout the appli ation's lifetime. The main limitation is that there are many types
of pro ling information for whi h there is no obvious
sampling solution. The IBM DK 1.3.0 [28℄ also uses a
timer-based sampling me hanism to sele t methods for
optimization, but to our knowledge does not use it to
drive feedba k-dire ted optimizations.

3.2 Instrumentation Sampling

A hieving peak performan e, our primary goal, involves
putting to use the entire body of traditionally oine
feedba k-dire ted optimizations. To remove many of the
existing limitations of instrumenting ode online, our design
uses the Full-Dupli ation instrumentation sampling framework [5℄, a fully automati ompiler transformation that
transparently redu es the overhead of exe uting instrumented ode.
The key idea of the Full-Dupli ation te hnique is as
follows: when a method is instrumented the body of the
method is dupli ated and all instrumentation is inserted into
the dupli ated ode. The original version of the method is
only minimally instrumented at sample points that allow
ontrol to be transfered into the dupli ated ode. Samples
are taken on regular intervals and ontrol is transfered into
the dupli ated (and instrumented) ode for a nite amount
of time. A ounter-based sampling me hanism is used to
provide a exible sample rate and deterministi sampling.
This te hnique has been shown to have low overhead
and high a ura y for several examples of instrumentation.
It is also exible, allowing wide range of instrumentation
te hniques to be used without modi ation, making it easy
to apply existing instrumentation te hniques online.
The main disadvantage of the Full-Dupli ation te hnique
is that the entire method is dupli ated, in reasing both spa e
(by a fa tor of 2) and ompile time (by roughly %30 [5℄).
This ompile time in rease a e ts bottom line performan e
when ompilation o urs at runtime, therefore andidates
for online instrumentation must be hosen arefully.

3 Design
This se tion des ribes our design for performing online instrumentation and feedba k-dire ted optimization in a VM.
Be ause of the variety of te hniques for in orporating proling into an online system, and the asso iated tradeo s, it
is important to start by making lear the goals of the online
system being designed.

3.1 Goals

Our online approa h assumes an exe ution environment
where a lighter weight me hanism is used to identify hot
se tions of ode and promote them to higher levels of optimization. Our purpose for olle ting ne-grained pro ling
information is to olle t additional information that an be
used to improve the de isions made by the optimizing ompiler, further improving performan e Our goals for performing feedba k-dire ted optimizations are as follows, listed in
order of importan e beginning with the highest priority rst.
1. Improve the performan e of long running appliations.
Long running appli ations, su h as server appli ations,
are prime andidates for feedba k-dire ted optimization.
Although virtual ma hine te hnology has begun taking
advantage of feedba k-dire ted optimizations, most rely
on simple pro ling te hniques and often olle t pro les
only during the rst few moments of exe ution.
Our primary goal is to improve the peak performan e
of long running appli ations, and to do so reliably, regardless of fa tors su h as how the appli ation behaved

3.3 Online Strategy

Although instrumentation sampling redu es the overhead of
exe uting instrumented ode, a number of de isions must
still be made when performing instrumentation online. This
se tion des ribes our de ision making strategy for performing online instrumentation and pro le-guided optimizations.
The job of the de ision making strategy is to determine
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Figure 1: A graphi al representation our online strategy for performing pro le-guided optimization. Ea h ir le represents
the possible state of a method. The transitions (labeled 1{4) are des ribed in detail in Se tion 3.3.
the Jikes RVM and its adaptive optimization system, followed by the modi ations ne essary to support our online
instrumentation design.

when, and on what methods, instrumentation and feedba kdire ted optimization should be performed to minimize overhead while maximizing performan e gains, ultimately trying
to a hieve the goals des ribed in Se tion 3.1.
A high level view of our online strategy is shown Figure 1. Ea h ir le represents a possible optimization state
of a method. Ea h arrow (labeled 1{4) represents a transition (via re ompilation) from one state to the next. Ea h
transition is des ribed below:

4.1 The Jikes RVM

The Jikes RVM [1℄ is a Resear h Virtual Ma hine developed at IBM T.J. Watson Resear h Center. Jikes RVM is
written almost entirely in Java, and takes a ompile only
approa h (no interpreter). Methods are ompiled with a
non-optimizing baseline ompiler upon their rst exe ution,
and an aggressive optimizing ompiler is applied sele tively
by the adaptive optimization system [3℄.
The Jikes RVM's Adaptive Optimization System [3℄ is
responsible for all aspe ts of online, adaptive optimization.
The Runtime Measurements subsystem performs pro ling
throughout exe ution using a low overhead timer-based sampling me hanism to identify frequently exe uted methods.
Periodi ally, sampled methods are passed to the de ision
making omponent, alled the ontroller.
The ontroller uses a ost/bene t model to determine
what a tion should be taken for ea h re ompilation andidates it onsiders; as many de isions as possible are made
using the model; ad-ho parameters are avoided whenever
possible. When onsidering whether to optimize a parti ular method, the viable hoi es are to 1) do nothing, or 2)
re ompile at one of Jikes RVM's 3 optimization-levels (O0,
O1, O2). The ontroller estimates the ost and bene t of
ea h potential re ompilation hoi e, pi king the hoi e that
would minimize total exe ution time if the appli ation were
to run for twi e as long as it urrently has. The goal of the
ontroller is to provides good performan e for both short
and long running appli ations.
To further improve performan e of longer running appliations, the adaptive system also performs adaptive inlining.
The same sampling me hanism des ribed above is also used
to dete t hot all edges. These hot edges are re orded so
that they an be inlined if the allee method is re ompiled
in the future. Additionally, a hot all edge in a method that
is already optimized at the highest level (O2) an trigger a
re ompilation of that method (from O2 ! O2) for the sole
purpose of in orporating the new inlining de ision.

1. Exe ution begins with no instrumentation and the underlying adaptive system re ompiles methods as it sees
t, possibly using multiple optimization levels. Avoiding
instrumentation during the early exe utions of a method
redu es the risk of degrading performan e for short running appli ations.
2. After a method has been optimized \stati ally" (without
feedba k-dire ted optimizations) it ontinues to be monitored; if it remains suÆ iently hot, it is instrumented
using instrumentation sampling. By sele tively applying instrumentation, heavily exe uted regions of ode
an be pro led while re ompilation is kept to a minimum. Be ause the instrumented methods are known to
be heavily exe uted, instrumentation sampling is needed
to maintain ompetitive performan e, allowing exe ution
to ontinue at near fully optimized speed [5℄ during the
instrumentation period.
3. After the instrumented method has run long enough
to olle t suÆ ient pro ling information, the method
is re ompiled again and feedba k-dire ted optimizations
are applied. Exa tly how long the instrumented ode
should be run depends on several fa tors, in luding the
type of instrumentation being performed and the sample frequen y of the instrumentation sampling. Speed of
onvergen e is our lowest priority design goal (see Se tion 3.1) so longer instrumentation periods are preferable
to ensure that a urate pro les are olle ted.
4. As time passes, program behavior may hange. To ensure that performan e does not degrade slowly over time
as the pro le be omes out of date, pro les an be periodi ally reevaluated. Reevaluation an be triggered by simple te hniques, su h as a timer me hanism, or by more
advan ed phase-shift dete tion algorithms.

4.2 Modifying Jikes RVM's adaptive system

In orporating the online approa h des ribed in 3.3 required
only minor hanges to the Jikes RVM adaptive system,
the most important of whi h was introdu ing the notion of
instrumentation and feedba k-dire ted optimization to the
ost/bene t model. The following is a detailed des ription
of the ne essary modi ations.

4 Implementation
The instrumentation infrastru ture des ribed in this paper
is designed to be as platform- and VM-independent as possible. However, to validate the e e tiveness of our proposed
te hniques they have been fully implemented in the Jikes
Resear h Virtual Ma hine. We begin with a brief review of

1. The runtime measurements subsystem was modi ed to
ontinue monitoring methods after they have been om4

piled at the highest non-FDO optimization level (O2).
Without FDO there was no need to monitor su h methods; however, with the addition of FDO, O2 methods
need to be monitored so they an be onsidered for instrumentation by the ontroller.
2. The ost/bene t model of the ontroller was modi ed to
in orporate the notion of instrumentation and feedba kdire ted optimization. When onsidering a method for
optimization without FDO, the only options were to 1)
do nothing, or 2) optimize at a higher optimization level.
For FDO, a third hoi e is added to the model that
onsists of ompiling with instrumentation inserted followed by re ompiling with feedba k-dire ted optimizations. Instrumentation is inserted at the highest optimization level (O2) so that the e e ts of optimization
are re e ted in the pro le.
The estimated ost of performing FDO onsists of 3
parts: 1) the estimated ost of re ompiling the method
with instrumentation, 2) the estimated overhead of exe uting the instrumented ode for the instrumentation
duration, and 3) the estimated ost of ompiling the
method a se ond time to apply the FDO's. The expe ted
bene t of the FDO hoi e is the estimated performan e
improvement that will o ur after feedba k-dire ted optimization has been performed.2
If the bene t outweighs the ost, the ontroller noti es
the re ompilation subsystem that the method should be
re ompiled with instrumentation inserted.
3. After exe uting for some period of time, the pro le olle ted by the instrumented method needs to be examined
so that feedba k-dire ted optimization an be applied.
To make this possible, an \alarm lo k" me hanism was
added to the adaptive optimization system to allow the
ontroller to re onsider instrumented methods after some
amount of time has passed. The alarm lo k enables the
asso iation of a parti ular event with a \time" in the
future;3 when the time arrives, the alarm lo k sends
the event to the ontroller for pro essing.
On e the instrumented method is nished being ompiled, the new ode is installed and an alarm is set with
an \examine instrumentation" event to notify the ontroller when it is time to examine the pro le olle ted for
this method. If not enough pro ling information was olle ted (the given method never a tually exe uted after
it was instrumented) the alarm is reset and instrumentation ontinues exe uting for another time period.
4. When the ontroller de ides that enough pro ling information has been olle ted, the method is s heduled for
feedba k-dire ted optimization. On e ompilation has
ompleted, new alls to the method will transfer ontrol
to the highly optimized FDO ode.

the Full-Dupli ation transformation in the Jikes RVM optimizing ompiler. For a full des ription, see [5℄.
An important de ision not fully dis ussed in [5℄ is the
relative pla ement of the Full-Dupli ation transformation
in the optimization pro ess. In our implementation, the
Full-Dupli ation transformation o urs late in the optimization pro esses, as one of the last phases [1℄ of the ma hineindependent optimizations. Keeping the phase ma hineindependent was desirable for simpli ity and reusability,
however, performing the phase as late as possible was important for a number of reasons, in luding:
1. Compile time overhead is redu ed. Be ause the
Full-Dupli ation phase dupli ates all of the ode in the
method, all remaining optimizations work on a method
that is roughly doubled in size. By performing the FullDupli ation phase as late as possible, ompile time is
kept to a minimum be ause ompilation o uring after
the Full-Dupli ation phase is minimized.
2. Interferen e with optimizations is redu ed. The
Full-Dupli ation transformation in reases the omplexity of the ontrol ow within the method, and therefore
an indire tly introdu e overhead if the new ontrol ow
interferes with any optimizations that follow. Performing the Full-Dupli ation transformation as late as possible minimizes the number of optimizations that may be
a e ted by the transformation.
3. Instrumentation phases are unaware of the FullDupli ation phase. The Full-Dupli ation phase ensures that all instrumentation ode is sampled by moving the instrumentation instru tions out of the heavily
exe uted original ode, and into the infrequently exeuted dupli ated ode. The only requirement for instrumentation phases o uring prior to the Full-Dupli ation
transformation is that they set an \instrumentation ag"
on all instrumentation instru tions they insert, making it possible for these instru tions to be identi ed
by the sampling framework. Keeping the instrumentation algorithms themselves de oupled from the sampling
framework makes it possible to take general-purpose
instrumentation ode and use it online with the FullDupli ation framework with pra ti ally no modi ation.
Another important design hoi e of the instrumentation
sampling framework is to ensure s alability for multiple proessor ma hines. To trigger samples, the Full-Dupli ation
framework relies on ounter-based he ks, whi h de rement
and he k a ounter on all method entries and ba kedges. To
ensure s alability on multi-pro essor ma hines, our implementation uses a separate ounter for ea h pro essor, thus
avoiding any bottlene ks or ra e onditions that o ur when
multiple thread simultaneously a ess a single ounter.

4.3 Modifying Jikes RVM's optimizing ompiler

Our instrumentation infrastru ture was designed to allow
in orporating a wide variety of instrumentations. The rst
instrumentation in luded in our system is intrapro edural
edge ounters [8℄. The goal of edge ounters is to olle t
the exe ution frequen ies of the intrapro edural ontrol ow
edges between basi blo ks. The exe ution frequen ies of
basi blo k an be derived easily from edge ounts. Edge
ounters were hosen as the rst instrumentation be ause
they are useful for a variety of optimiations. They have
been used oine in previous work for optimizations su h as
ode reordering [27℄, instru tion s heduling [19℄ and other
lassi ode optimizations [12℄.

5 Example Instrumentation: Edge Counters

The Full-Dupli ation instrumentation-sampling te hnique is
a general te hnique that an be implemented in a variety
of ways, ranging from a sour e-to-sour e translation all the
way to a binary-to-binary translation. This se tion des ribes
some of the key design de isions for the implementation of
2 The estimated speedup of all optimization levels (in luding FDO)
is based on averages from oine performan e measurements.
3 The Jikes RVM adaptive system has a notion time that is based
on the number time-based samples that have o ured. This same
notion of time is used by the alarm lo k me hanism.
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Previous work [8℄ has shown that areful pla ement of
ounters an redu e the overhead of olle ting edge ounts.
However, one of the main advantage of instrumentation sampling is that it essentially eliminates the need to worry
about the exe ution overhead of instrumentation. Therefore, to avoid unne essary omplexity, our system uses a
simple ounter pla ement and relies on the instrumentation
sampling infrastru ture to redu e the exe ution overhead.
Optimal pla ement ould still be used to redu e the ounter
spa e and ode spa e, but is not ne essary for the purpose
of redu ing time overhead.
Our simple strategy is to instrument all onditional
bran hes to re ord the number of times they were taken and
not taken. For ea h onditional bran h, a ounter is pla ed
before the bran h (to re ord the total number of times the
bran h was exe uted) and along the fallthrough path (to
re ord the not-taken frequen y). The taken-frequen y is the
di eren e between these ounts.4 Given this bran h pro le,
exe ution frequen ies for all ontrol ow edges and basi
blo ks an be omputed easily.

Initialize:

1. Initialize hotMergeNodes: an ordered set
ontaining all merge nodes, sorted by
exe ution frequen y.
2. methodSize = getOriginalMethodSize();
3. maxMethodSize = methodSize * EXPANSION_FACTOR;
4. hotMerge = hotMergeNodes.getHottestNode();
Iterate:

5. while (methodSize < maxMethodSize &&
6.
hotMerge.frequen y() > MIN_SPLIT_THRESH)
7.
dupNode = hotMerge. lone();
8.
spa eExpansion += dupNode.getSize();
9.
Redire t the hottest in oming edge of
hotMerge to jump to dupNode.
10.
Update edge frequen ies.
11.
Update hotMergeNodes: Insert new merge nodes
and re-sort nodes with modified frequen ies.
12.
hotMerge = hotMergeNodes.getHottestNode();

Figure 2: feedba k-dire ted splitting algorithm.

6 Feedba k-Dire ted Optimizations
A wide variety of feedba k-dire ted optimizations an bene t from edge ount information. Our system urrently implements the following four feedba k-dire ted optimizations
based on edge ounts: splitting, ode motion, method inlining, and loop unrolling. Ea h is des ribed in the se tions
that follow.

6.1 Feedba k-Dire ted Splitting

Figure 3: One iteration of feedba k-dire ted splitting, where
node C is the hotMerge node and C' is dupNode. After splitting, the in oming edge frequen y of C and C' is divided
among their outgoing edges a ording to the ratio of the
original outgoing edges of C (in this ase, 50{50).

Splitting [10, 11℄ is a de ade old ompiler transformation
originally designed to redu e the overhead of message sends
in the Self programming language. The goal of splitting
is to expose optimization opportunities by spe ializing se tions of ode within a method. Spe ialization is a hieved
by performing tail-dupli ation of onditional ontrol ow to
eliminating ontrol ow merges (or side entran es) where
data ow information would have been lost.
The main limitation of splitting is that the potential
spa e in rease is exponential. Algorithms that use simple
stati heuristi s to perform aggressive splitting have been
explored, su h as eager splitting [10, 11℄, but were shown
to ause ex essive ode expansion making them unusable
in pra ti e. Improved approa hes, su h as relu tant splitting [10, 11℄, delay splitting until later in the ompilation
pro ess when data ow information identi es regions of ode
where splitting would be bene ial. Although more e e tive than eager splitting, this approa h requires substantial
ompiler infrastru ture and an still result in una eptable
ode expansion.
Our approa h is to guide splitting e orts using pro ling
information; doing so o ers two advantages. First, splitting
e orts an be fo used on hot paths, allowing more aggressive
splitting than would be possible with stati heuristi s su h
as eager splitting, be ause spa e is not wasted dupli ating
old ode. Se ond, no modi ations are ne essary to the
optimizing ompiler other than the splitting transformation
itself (unlike relu tant splitting). By performing splitting
early in the ompilation pro ess, optimization opportunities
are automati ally exposed to the optimizations that follow.
The splitting algorithm, des ribed in detail in Figure 2,
attempts to split (and thus spe ialize) all heavily exe uted

paths through the method, while avoiding dupli ation of infrequently exe uted ode. It is a simple greedy algorithm
that eliminates heavily exe uted ontrol ow merges by dupli ating the merge node and redire ting the hottest in oming edge to jump to the dupli ated (and now spe ialized)
node. Loop loning [10, 11℄ is not performed, so a merge
node is de ned to be any basi blo k that has multiple inoming ontrol ow edges but is not a loop header.
Figure 3 shows an example of one iteration of the algorithm. Noti e that after one merge node is spit, two
new merge nodes are reated. The algorithm iterates, ontinuing to greedily split the hottest merge node until either 1) a spa e expansion bound (EXPANSION FACTOR) is
rea hed for the method, or 2) there are no more merge
nodes that are above a minimum splitting exe ution threshold (MIN SPLIT THRESH).
Step 10 is the only non-trivial step of the algorithm. After
an edge is redire ted from hotMerge to dup (step 9), several
edge frequen ies must be adjusted. If hotMerge has multiple
outgoing edges (as shown in Figure 3) their frequen ies annot be known pre isely be ause path pro ling information is
not available. Therefore, the weights of outgoing edges are
approximated using a onstant ratios assumption [20℄. The
ratio of the outgoing edge frequen ies is assumed to stay
the same as the original outgoing ratio (in this ase, 50{50).
Using this ratio, the total in oming frequen y of hotMerge
and dup is distributed among their outgoing edges.

4 Counting total exe utions and using it to ompute the takenfrequen y resulted in slightly less disturban e to the the ontrol ow
than inserting an edge ounter to expli itly ount the taken frequen y.
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6.2 Feedba k-Dire ted Method Inlining

of ommer ial JVMs. Our modi ed system is ompared
against the original Jikes RVM augmented with a more efient implementation of guarded inlining [6℄. This modied version o ers higher performan e than the original Jikes
RVM, thus the baseline for all of our omparisons is the best
performing on guration of our version of Jikes RVM. (Note:
we intend to move our implementation into the open sour e
version on e the work is a epted for publi ation.)
Our experiments are divided into two se tions. The rst
se tion des ribes a set of ontrolled experiments using the
SPECjvm98 [29℄ ben hmark suite, while the se ond se tion presents performan e improvements using more realisti server ben hmarks. All experiments were performed
on a 500 MHz 6 pro essor IBM RS/6000 Model S80 with 6
GB of RAM running IBM AIX 4.3.2. For all ben hmarks,
Jikes RVM was run using 2 pro essors and a 400 MB heap.

Using pro ling to improve method inlining de isions an
have a signi ant impa t on the performan e of obje toriented languages [4, 17℄. Jikes RVM has the ability to
perform inlining based on stati heuristi s, as well adaptive
inlining based on a all-edge pro le olle ted via time-based
sampling [3℄. Although Jikes RVM's adaptive inlining shows
performan e improvements for many ben hmarks, the sampled pro le is fairly oarse grained and annot be relied upon
ompletely for all inlining de isions; therefore, stati inlining heuristi s are still used to make de isions for all sites
that do not appear among the sampled edges.
Edge ounts provide a ner granularity of pro le information that an be used to ne tune inlining de isions. In
our modi ed Jikes RVM system, all sites that are known to
be infrequently exe uted are not inlined, even when the original stati heuristi s would have suggested inlining it.5 Similarly, all sites that are frequently exe uted, but for some
reason do not appear in the sampled pro le, are given higher
priority for inlining by expanding Jikes RVM's inlining size
restri tions while pro essing those sites (and while pro essing any new ode introdu ed by inlining at those sites).
Using edge ounts in this way also has advantage of
adding ontext-sensitivity to the inlining de isions [17℄.
All ode inlined into the instrumented method (possibly
through multiple levels of inlining) is monitored in the ontext of its inlined position in that method. It may turn
out that ertain inlining de isions an be hanged for this
method even though they were bene ial in other ontexts.

7.1 SPECjvm98 Methodology

Understanding the performan e impa t of online instrumentation and FDO an be diÆ ult be ause of the number of fa tors that ultimately a e t performan e, in luding the overhead of instrumentation, the e e tiveness of
the feedba k-dire ted optimizations, and even the behavior of the underlying adaptive optimization system. To
gain a solid understanding of the performan e impa t (both
overhead and improvement) of our online approa h, longrunning versions of the SPECjvm98 ben hmarks were used.
A standard \autorun" exe ution of the SPECjvm98 ben hmarks onsists of 'n' exe utions of ea h ben hmark in the
same JVM; for our experiments, 'n' was hosen separately
for ea h ben hmark to allow all ben hmarks to run for approximately 4 minutes (using the size 100 inputs). This
experimental setup ensured that ea h ben hmark exe uted
long enough for the underlying adaptive optimization system
to approa h a steady state, and also allowed the performan e
of ea h individual exe ution to be monitored, making it easier to identify where overhead was in urred and performan e
was gained. The rst olumn of Table 1 shows the number
of iterations exe uted for ea h ben hmark, and the se ond
olumn shows the best time a hieved using the underlying
adaptive optimization system (without our FDO).

6.3 Feedba k-Dire ted Code Positioning

Code positioning rearranges the ordering of the basi blo ks
with the goal of 1) in reasing lo ality, thus de reasing the
number of instru tion a he misses, and 2) redu ing the
number of un onditional bran hes exe uted. The original
Jikes RVM system performs ode reordering based on stati
heuristi s. Our modi ed version uses edge ounts to drive
the top-down ode positioning algorithm des ribed by Pettis
and Hansen [27℄. The ode reordering phase is one of the
last phases of the ma hine independent optimizations.

6.4 Feedba k-Dire ted Loop Unrolling

7.1.1 Steady state FDO performan e

Loop unrolling is a transformation where the body of a
loop is dupli ated several times, allowing better optimization within the loop. The disadvantage is that loop unrolling
in rease spa e substantially if not applied sele tively. The
base version of Jikes RVM unrolls small (less than 100 instru tions) inner loops 4 times. Our implementation uses
edge ounts to guide loop unrolling so that hot loops an be
unrolled more while ompile time and spa e is not wasted
unrolling infrequently exe uted loops. Our urrent implementation uses a simple heuristi to in rease, or de rease,
the loop unrolling fa tor based on the exe ution frequen y
of the loop header node; the loop unroll fa tor is doubled
for hot loops, and halved for old loops.

Figure 4 hara terizes the peak performan e impa t of
the feedba k-dire ted optimizations des ribed in Se tion 6.
Ea h ben hmark was run with and without our online approa h for instrumentation and FDO. Figure 4 ompares
the best run from ea h s enario.6 The height of ea h bar
represents the per ent improvement a hieved by performing
instrumentation and FDO. 227 mtrt resulted in the largest
improvement of 20.9% while 213 java showed the smallest
improvement of 3.2%. The average improvement was 8.3%.
The patterns within ea h bar show how mu h ea h individual optimization ontributes to the total performan e
win. The breakdown was omputed by turning on ea h optimization, one at a time, starting with ode reordering and
working upward. This breakdown should be onsidered only
a rough estimate of the individual ontributions be ause
there are many (mostly positive) intera tions between the
optimizations. Only one parti ular breakdown ordering was
evaluated be ause the ombined e e t is what matters most.

7 Experimental Evaluation
This se tion presents an experimental evaluation of our implementation of the te hniques des ribed in this paper. As
dis ussed in Se tion 4, our implementation uses the Jikes
RVM; although not a fully omplete JVM, the performan e
of Jikes RVM has been shown to be ompetitive with that

6 Re all that the base Jikes RVM system already performs loop unrolling, stati and adaptive inlining, and ode reordering. This graph
shows the performan e improvement of modifying these optimizations
to take advantage of edge ount information.

5 This does not in lude alls to small methods where inlining would
redu e ode size; su h alls are always inlined.
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Figure 5: Online performan e improvement when using instrumentation and feedba k-dire ted optimizations.

Code reordering provided fairly onsistent speedups for
most ben hmarks, averaging 6.1%. Splitting provides a large
performan e boost for 227 mtrt, whi h makes heavy use
a essor methods, many of whi h are inlined using a runtime
guard [14℄. After splitting, many of these guards an be
identi ed as redundant and eliminated.
Using edge ounts to improve inlining de isions showed
improvement for 202 jess, even with the base system already performing adaptive inlining, demonstrating that the
ne-grained pro ling provided by instrumentation an be
used to improve oarse grained information. Loop unrolling
provided little speedup for these ben hmarks, showing only
slight improvements for 201 ompress and 209 db.

Figure 5 shows that FDO improved the performan e of
most of the exe utions. As the ben hmarks run longer, FDO
ontinues to improve for most of ben hmarks. Just as importantly, the largest degradation was less than 2%, demonstrating that the eventual peak performan e does not ome
at the ost of severe overhead to any one exe ution. Additionally, the underlying adaptive system is non-deterministi
and variations of a few per ent are ommon, so slowdowns
in the range of 2% (as there are several for 213 java )
ould easily be noise as opposed to legitimate degradation.
These results are en ouraging, parti ularly onsidering
that mu h of the overhead being in urred is xed ost overhead (su h as the Full-Dupli ation ompile time in rease and
runtime overhead) that will not in rease as more instrumentation and optimizations are added to the system.

7.1.2 Online Performan e

To measure online adaptive performan e, previous work has
often reported simple metri s, su h as the performan e of
the rst and best runs [3, 28℄. Unfortunately these simple
metri s do not tell the whole story regarding online performan e be ause they disregard the performan e of several
runs, many of whi h may have in urred severe overhead.
One alternative is to ompare total exe ution time, rather
than best time, however total time is somewhat arbitrary
be ause short periods of high overhead an go unnoti ed if
the ben hmark is on gured to run long enough.
To onvey the online performan e of our te hnique, Figure 5 graphi ally ompares the performan e (with and without FDO) of all individual exe utions of the ben hmarks.
Ea h ben hmark was run N times using the original adaptive system, and N times using online FDO. Ea h individual
run (n) from the FDO runs was ompared against the orresponding run n from the non-FDO runs to reate a point
in the graph.7 The per ent improvement due to FDO is the
y- oordinate of ea h point (higher means more improvement
due to FDO), and the total exe ution time (of the non-FDO
run) is the x- oordinate, showing the point in time at whi h
this parti ular improvement was a hieved. Points from the
same ben hmark are onne ted by a line in the graph for
easier viewing, but these lines have no formal signi an e.8

Note to the reviewers: Figure 5 shows a trend of slight

degradation of the initial runs of ea h ben hmark. We are

ur-

rently experimenting with small adjustments to the model to further improve the balan e between startup and peak performan e.

7.1.3 Spa e Overhead

One on ern of our instrumentation and FDO approa h is
the in rease in spa e due to extra ompilation. Additionally, our instrumentation uses the Full-Dupli ation sampling te hnique whi h doubles the size of the instrumented
method, and 3 of our 4 feedba k-dire ted optimizations have
the potential to in rease ode size as well.
Fortunately, few methods needed to be instrumented to
a hieve the previously reported speedups. Columns 4{10 of
Table 1 show the ompilation statisti s when FDO is performed. The rst of these olumns shows the total number of
all method ompilations that o ured; the next 5 olumns
report the per entage of ompilations performed by ea h
ing from o uring, potentially ausing all appli ation threads to halt
during ompilation. This oarse grained lo king me hanism, whi h is
urrently in the pro ess of being removed, unne essarily exaggerates
the overhead of ompilation. Be ause our online strategy assumes
the ability to perform legitimate ba kground ompilation, our ompilation thread was modi ed not to use this lo k; although te hni ally
unsafe, it did not negatively a e t any of our exe utions. We do not
believe this to be an unrealisti limitation be ause we we expe t to obtain these same results on e the lo king me hanism is xed. Without
this hange, only one ben hmarks (java ) showed in reased overhead
be ause the appli ation thread slept during ompilation.

7 To help redu e noise and make the graph more readable, ben hmarks with individual exe ution times of less than 10 se onds
( 227 mtrt and 202 jess) had onse utive timings grouped into pairs
of two; the sum of ea h pair was then used as a single timing.
8 Note to reviewers: For histori reasons, Jikes RVM guards all
ompilation with a global runtime lo k that prevents any lass load-
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Appli ation
Compilation Statisti s (with FDO)
Spa e
Chara teristi s
Total #
Per ent Breakdown
Overhead
Ben hmarks
# Runs Best time
ompilations Base O0 O1 O2 INST/FDO % In rease
201 ompress
11
20.5
382
93
2
3
1
1
6.3
202 jess
29
8.3
915
84
6
6
2
1
6.2
209 db
16
15.1
399
94
2
2
1
1
5.8
213 java
16
13.2
1,575
70
16 32 1
1
4.6
222 mpegaudio
10
23.3
704
75
11 10 3
2
6.9
227 mtrt
49
4.4
634
78
8 10 2
1
6.6
228 ja k
13
17.5
738
80
10 6
3
1
6.5
Average
21
14.6
763
82
8
7
2
1
6.1
Table 1: Re ompilation statisti s and spa e overhead for the SPECjvm98 ben hmarks
Throughput
Point Original
FDO
% Improvement
1
3,584.93 2,584.95
0.0 %
2
6,722.66 6,787.86
1.0 %
3
6,551.05 6,807.30
3.9 %
4
6,320.13 6,536.24
3.4 %
5
6,016.38 6,255.21
4.0 %
6
5,563.54 5,842.69
5.0 %
7
4,850.68 5,282.78
8.9 %
8
4,329.23 4,619.77
6.7 %
Table 2: SPECjbb2000 server ben hmark performan e, with
and without online feedba k-dire ted optimization

through the rst 7 points, rea hing a maximum improvement of 8.9%, and de lines slightly for the 8th point.

8 Additional Related Work
The instrumentation sampling te hnique used in this work
was previously des ribed in [5℄. This prior work fo used on
the design and implementation of the sampling te hnique
itself, and was evaluated in a ompletely oine setting. No
online strategies using instrumentation sampling were presented or evaluated, and no feedba k-dire ted optimizations
were des ribed. Our urrent work is a omplete system that
uses fully automati , online feedba k-dire ted optimization
to signi antly improve the performan e of Java programs;
the previous work on instrumentation sampling is just a
small pie e of the omplete system des ribed here.
Dynamo [7℄ is a binary translator that uses a te hnique
alled next exe uting tail (NET) [15℄ to approximate hot
paths; their experimental results argue that traditional path
instrumentation is ine e tive for online use. Although this
may be true given the nature of Dynamo, our system's use of
edge/path pro ling (as well as the systems des ribed in 2.2)
is fundamentally di erent. Our online approa h assumes an
exe ution environment where a lighter weight me hanism
is used to identify hot se tions of ode and promotes them
to higher levels of optimization; ne-grained pro ling information is used only to improve the de isions made by the
optimizing ompiler. Dynamo, however, uses hot path information not only for performing ode reordering, but also
for identifying ode that needs to move from interpreted to
optimized state; therefore, Dynamo bene ts most from proling te hniques that are qui k, rather than a urate.
Traub et al. [30℄ des ribes ephemeral instrumentation, a
te hnique that uses ode pat hing to redu e the overhead of
olle ting an edge pro les. When used to guide superblo k
s heduling, the edge pro les olle ted by this te hnique produ ed speedups similar to those from a perfe t pro le, although a few ben hmarks showed substantial di eren es. As
dis ussed in Se tion 2.2, it is not lear whether this te hnique
an be used to perform general instrumentation.
Our feedba k-dire ted splitting is similar to superblo k
s heduling [12℄ whi h eliminates side entran es along hot
paths by performing tail-dupli ation. The key di eren e is
that superblo k s heduling performs tail-dupli ation along
a single hot tra e, whereas our hot-path splitting allows dupli ation of multiple hot paths through a method.
Previous work has used data ow information ombined
with oine pro ling to guide ode dupli ation. Ammons
and Larus [2℄ used path pro les to guide ode dupli ation
for improving data ow analysis. Bodik et al. [9℄ uses edge or

ompiler and optimization level.9 For all ben hmarks, instrumentation and FDO was performed on only 1 or 2% of
the ompilations that o ured.
The nal olumn of Table 1 shows the total spa e inrease when using instrumentation and FDO. Jikes RVM
does not urrently garbage olle t methods that are no
longer being exe uted, so spa e usages is omputed by summing the ma hine ode size of all ompiled methods. The
spa e in rease ranges from 4.6% to 6.9%, and averaged 6.1%.
This in rease is reasonable given the speedups obtained, and
is small ompared to the spa e savings that ould obtained
using other te hniques, su h as adding an interpreter to the
system [28℄, or by garbage olle ting dead methods.

7.2 Server Ben hmark Performan e

Although the SPECjvm98 ben hmarks were useful for understanding the online behavior of our approa h, the real
goal of this work is to improve the performan e of server
appli ations. This se tion evaluates the performan e of our
approa h using the SPECjbb2000 server ben hmark [29℄, a
Java appli ation designed to evaluate server performan e by
emulating a 3-tier middleware system.10
A standard omplian e run of SPECjbb2000 was used,
whi h involves exe uting a series of 8 \points" in su ession;
ea h point exe utes a 30 se ond warm-up period followed
by 2 minutes of timed exe ution. Exe ution begins with a
single thread (during point 1) and an additional thread is
added for ea h additional point. The performan e of ea h
timed segment is reported as a throughput. Table 2 shows
the performan e of SPECjbb2000 both with and without
FDO.11 The performan e improvement steadily in reases
9 All exe uting methods are rst ompiled with the baseline ompiler, and may be subsequently ompiled (possibly multiple times)
with the optimizing ompiler.
10 Additional server ben hmarks are urrently being olle ted.
11 For SPECjbb2000, Jikes RVM was run with adaptive inlining disabled be ause it substantially degrades performan e, both with and
without FDO. On e the underlying adaptive inlining me hanism is

debugged for this ben hmark, it will be re-in orporated.
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path pro les to guide ode restru turing for partial redundan y elimination and ode motion. Our feedba k-dire ted
splitting di ers from these approa hes be ause it is not spei to one parti ular analysis or optimization, and is a simple greedy algorithm that is e e tive for online use.

[6℄
[7℄

9 Con lusions and Future Work
This paper des ribes the design, implementation, and evaluation of a fully automati online approa h for performing
instrumentation and feedba k dire ted optimization. Our
approa h uses instrumentation sampling to redu e the overhead of instrumentation, allowing a wide variety of traditionally oine instrumentation te hniques to be performed
online with little or no modi ation. As validation of our approa h, one example instrumentation, intrapro edural edge
ounts, is presented. Several feedba k-dire ted optimizations based on this instrumentation are also presented, inluding a novel pro le-guided splitting algorithm.
Our experimental results show that with four relatively
simple feedba k-dire ted optimizations, peak performan e
an be substantially improved; speedups ranged from 3.2%
to 20.9% (averaging 8.3%) for SPECjvm98 and 8.9% for
SPECjbb2000. The overhead of our te hnique is also en ouraging. No individual exe ution was degraded more than 2%,
and mu h of this overhead is xed ost overhead that will
not in rease as more instrumentation and feedba k-dire ted
optimizations are added to the system.
Our future plans are to use the online infrastru ture presented here to explore additional instrumentation te hniques
and feedba k-dire ted optimizations. Current possibilities
in lude method-level spe ialization based on value pro les,
as well as data lo ality optimizations based on memory referen e pro les. We also plan to move our implementation
into the open sour e release of Jikes RVM as well as ontinue
exploring additional server appli ations.
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